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The Committee will open The Barn at other mutually convenient times; please call the Secretary to arrange a time.

The Committee usually meets every second month at
The Barn on a Sunday workday at 10am. Members are
most welcome to attend and, if invited, may participate.
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS

The Barn is part of
The Cooper’s Settlement,
Bundoora Park, Plenty
Road, Bundoora.
Melways reference:
Map 19, F4

D.

Our regular workdays are fortnightly on Sundays
from 10am until 4.30pm. Check the calendar on
the back cover for dates. Also listed at http://www.
abavic.org.au

PRESIDENT
Nick Hackett:
VICE PRESIDENT
Phil Pyros:

The Drift accepts advertising deemed by the Committee to be of interest to members.
Advertising rates are: $20 1/4 page $35 1/2 page $60 full page $75 3/4 back cover
Contact Alice Garret, Treasurer, to book space and organise payment: 0431 171 077
Deadline for next issue: 1 January 2014

CITY

SECRETARY
Ash Naylor: thesec@abavic.org.au

Purposes & Objectives of the ABA (Vic) Inc.

TREASURER
Alice Garret:

To promote, preserve and develop the craftsmanship,
design aspects and techniques of all the various disciplines
of blacksmithing to the highest standard possible.

GENERAL COMMITTEE
Amanda Gibson:
Steve Nicoll:
Paul Cockayne
Dan Brady

To provide a means of communication between mature
people with an interest in the craft of blacksmithing,
for the exchange of ideas, experience, techniques and
information for their mutual benefit, by the publication
of a regular newsletter.
To encourage a greater awareness of and interest in the
application of the skills of blacksmithing among architects,
interior designers, art/craft groups, and the general public
and to provide links between blacksmiths and potential
customers by means of exhibitions, demonstrations and
publications.

To promote, and actively provide opportunities for
training in all the various aspects of blacksmithing by
means of demonstrations, displays, lectures, and special
tuition sessions.
To act as the representative body of the interests o f Australian
blacksmiths, locally, nationally and internationally.
To undertake community service, providing always that
these services are within the comfortable limits of the
time, talents and costs that the Association and individual
members can afford.
To encourage communication and goodwill among
blacksmiths everywhere.
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Editorial
Woo hoo! I managed to stick
it out for another issue. Firstly
thank you those folk who
pointed out the errors in Issue
91 of this publication. As
noted on the back page Phyl
Pyros is indeed the Librarian.
Not noted, as it should have
been, was that he is also the
Vice President of our group.
Sorry Phil. Again on the back
page, if you are interested in
purchasing quench oil the
contact person was incorrectly
nominated as Paul Mills. I
hope there were not too many
unsolicited phone calls. Sorry
Paul. There were some insults
to the Queen’s English as she
is writ too. Michael Dunn has
kindly pointed these out and
I shall endeavour to reduce
the occurrence here and in the
future. Sorry Michael, oh, and
sorry Ma’am. I look forward
to hearing about the batch of

by Doug Tarrant

blunders in this issue, not that
I would purposely put some
in...or wood I?

Drifts and VBA newsletters
from the first issue of about
August 1989.

Secondly to those that have
submitted something for this
issue and indeed for the next,
please accept a huge thank
you for answering the call. I’ve
even held over stuff until Issue
93 which is surely a blessing.

You’ll find too, in the centre
pages, that what ever your role
in the Tree Project you can be
justly proud of having helped
a lot of folk affected one way
or another by Black Saturday.

Readers will have noticed
also in the last issue an article
submitted some years ago. I
want to make this a regular
occurrence as there is a
plethora of interesting articles
which many members will not
have seen before unless they’ve
trawled through early editions
of the Drift. In mentioning
early editions may I also put
out a request for a copy of
February 1995 and/or Edition
49 (June 2002). These would
complete my personal set of

Welcome
Benjamin Sokol
Glenn Sumpster
Piers Johnson
Matthew Parker
Joseph Scott
Lacklan Patrick
John Aiken
Bradley O’brien
Georg Zielke
Paul Fellicetti
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From this sentence to COVER IMAGE
blacksmiths the world over, a Roland Dannenher stamps a
message on a branch
truly significant monument sponsors
of the Tree
has evolved which has
become the embodiment of
community spirit and effort,
the likes of which is rare
indeed.

by Alice Garret

Rainer Freitag
Maurice Mundy
Peter Mundy
Tristram Oliver-Skuse
Bart Bajema
Robert Scott
Kyle Mclean
Laura Licciardi

I would like to welcome these new
members to the Association and to
encourage you all to keep coming
back as consistently as possible. Its
great to receive your membership
money! but what we would really
like to see is you...
As the incumbent of the newly
created portfolio of Inductee

“Calling all Blacksmiths from
all over,We can Help,Lets
grow a Tree from our Fires in
Honour of all the volunteer
Fire Fighters.”

Peter Caddy
Carsten Naruhn
Angus Martin
Njal Longstaff
Bodie Longstaff
Ben Slocombe
Christian Hylton
Benjamin Riley

Officer my role is to make any new
members feel at home, show them
around, introduce them to existing
members and show them the basics.
Since joining hopefully you have
met me or my able assistant Dan
Brady and allowed us to help you
make a start. I realise it can get
very busy round the forges, and the

Daniel Bacon
Megan Tatt
Katie Carroll
Dean Hargreaves-Peita
Matt Dean

Barn can be a daunting place to a
new member. Myself or Dan will
endeavour to get you on a forge and
learning so please don’t hesitate to
seek us out.
Thanks,
Alice

President’s Report

Nick Hackett

Cokeworks will cease operations at
it’s Corrimal plant in April 2014.
The committee has asked Steve
Nicoll to work with Ray Gard
and Andy Jagger to make a bulk
purchase before that closure
happens.
As this purchase will cost the
Association significantly more than
previous purchases, the cost of
forging at the Barn will inevitably
increase. The committee will set
the new price as soon as practical.

I’m pleased to report that
after nearly 5 years of hard
work, The Tree Project
construction has been
completed.
The public unveiling and
dedication occurred as scheduled
at Whittlesea Showgrounds on
30th November.
Thanks and congratulations to all
members, too numerous to name
here, who contributed to this epic
project.
As I write this article, the
installation is yet to be done.
I’m sure the membership will be
kept up to date on this via the
e-newsletter.
Most of you must be aware now
that we are having coke supply
issues. The situation became a
little more concerning with the
announcement that The Illawarra
04

Our women’s group, Blacksmith
Doris, has requested to meet
once a month at The Barn. The
committee readily agreed to this
request and Blacksmith Doris will
be held on the first Saturday of
every month. The committee asks
that the membership respects that
these are women only days and to
refrain from attending those days
without an invitation.
At the time of this decision, it
was pointed out that any other
special interest groups within the
membership may also request
exclusive use of The Barn and the
committee will give consideration
to this. One senior member has
suggested a day for experienced
blacksmiths as regular work days
are often full of beginners.
It is quite apparent that The Barn
is under utilised and there is a need
to open more often.
As has been stated in previous
editions of The Drift, for that
to happen we need more forge
masters.

The Christmas barbecue for 2013
was a little quieter than usual.
Notwithstanding the magnificent
catering by Sergio Maggiorre.
Thanks Serge.
Welcome to all new members and
I hope you all persist with your
blacksmithing.
TRAINING
When this article goes to print,
we will have completed the first
Wrought Iron course without
Don Marshall at the helm. I have
stepped into the role along with
Steve Nicoll.
With consultation and ultimately
approval from Don, we have
slightly altered the content of the
course. We are still essentially
teaching traditional scrollwork but
are emphasising joinery techniques
with plenty of forge welding. I can
happily report that all participants
were successful in completing the
set exercises.
Steve and I will run a more
advanced pilot course for the same
six participants later in the year.
This will be a project based course.
The self paced learning program
is progressing well and we should
have enough new members
complete this course and become
eligible to undertake the Hand
Forging/ Toolmaking course (old
Basic) in the next few months.
Any new members who are not
already undertaking self paced
learning can a printed copy of
the exercises from myself, Alice or
Steve.
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Secretary’s Report

Ash Naylor

When I first started as secretary,
there were a number of enquiries
from people interested in learning
about blacksmithing and this
brought us a few new members.
Since the December period
enquiries have decreased but I’m
sure that they will pick up in the
New Year.
We have had requests for
information from a couple
of journalists, looking for
human interest stories about
blacksmithing, particularly in the
country areas. I’ve asked them to
inform me when their articles will
be published so we can re-produce
them in The Drift (with their
permission).

Well the first few months
as secretary has been a
learning curve for me. It’s

my first time on the ABAVic
committee and my first time ever
as a Secretary. Administration isn’t
my strong point but I shall try!
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The gates

ABAVic is now on Facebook! See
“Association Notices” for details.
Don’t forget to “like” it.
The sale of the restored gates is
going onto the website shortly.
If you know anyone who might
be interested in a set of unique,
beautiful gates, please forward

them the website address.
Another point of discussion
in the exec is the possibility of
extending the hours at the barn.
At the moment we are testing the
waters to determine what sort of
“resources” (A.K.A Forgemasters)
would be available to assist us to
perhaps have an extra Saturday
morning or two each month. If
you’ve received an email from
me, could you please check your
availability and let me know if you
would be able to assist us in being
a Forgemaster. If you are one of the
experienced blacksmiths and I’ve
missed out emailing you, could
you get in touch with me (email is
the best option). Sometimes every
2nd Sunday gets a bit squishy
around the forges and it would be
great to have a few more options
with open hours.
See you soon
Ash Naylor
The Sec

Fullering-More or Less

by Frank Osowski

In everyday English to make fuller has implications of filled, bursting, chock-full.

Peddinghaus top and bottom fullers.
Photo: Ebay item 221297418598 Hammerhutken

Yet, in the parlance of the blacksmith,
the opposite holds true: to fuller a piece
makes the piece thinner. This linguistic
discrepancy can be explained if we bear
in mind that many English words are
either of German or French origin, and
that, consequently there are in reality
two distinct origins to the word full. But
first let’s see how fullering is described in
“The Village Blacksmith”, pp39-41
The process of fullering
Fullering, also called drawing, is the
means of making iron of a large dimension smaller, ie: an axe whose cutting edge needs reshaping is heated and
drawn to stretch the metal to the size of
the original axehead.
The smith fullers small pieces of iron by
simply placing the work on the face of
the anvil and striking. More ambitious
jobs require a pair of tools called fullering
irons, or fullers, and the help of a striker.
With tongs, the blacksmith holds the
cherry-red iron across the bottom fullering iron, which is set in the hardy hole.
The anvil takes the brunt of the blows.
The smith guides the top fuller with the
other hand while the striker clouts the
head of the tool with the sledge.
Each blow squeezes the Iron out, making
it longer and thinner. Fullering is started
on the end and worked toward the centre; after each blow the work is moved
over ready for the next one.

Because of the structure of iron , most of
the stretching takes place with the grain,
very little change occurring in the cross
grain, or width, of the iron . A long piece
of iron has to be heated several times;
when completely fullered it is heated one
more time and smoothed out with a flatter.
A piece of large round bar is never
fullered with the so-called round-andround forging method because this
method breaks down the inner structure
of the iron and ruins the metal. Instead,
the blacksmith reduces it first to a square,
then to an octagonal shape by steady
hammering along a the edges. After this
, it is simply a matter to continue this
gradual reduction by hammering all the
edges of the octagonal piece until the
iron regains its shape as a round bar, but
of a smaller diameter.
In all fullering, the length of the iron is
increased, a fact taken in to account by
the blacksmith when measuring and cutting the iron to begin with.
Origins- of the word FULL
1 - Full, the sense of chock-full, filled up,
complete, comes to us from the Old High
German word fol; indeed, the modern
German voll (pronounced: Foll) also carries the same implications. It stems from
the Latin plenus, with distinct echoes in
the modern French word plein.
2(A) -Full can mean to whiten, or bleach,
cloth. A fuller is a bleacher, so in Mark
9:3: ... his raiment became shining, exceeding white as snow: so as no fuller on
earth can white them... The Latin word
of origin in this sense is fullo.
2(B) -To full cloth is to felt the wool together: this is done by severe beating and
pounding. The Latin word of origin in
this sense is fullo.
Full, as described in 2A and 2B, is
drawn from the same source but with
a different history. The original sense of
fullo is probably a cleanser, or bleacher;
then, as clothes were often washed by
being trampled on or beaten, the sense
stamping arose. The verb to full is now
used in the sense of stamping, pounding,
or felting wool together.

Miege’s 1688 English-French dictionary
translates “fuller” with “fouler” (pronounced: foo-lay) in the sense of to tread
upon”, “to stamp, or trample upon” as
in “fouler la Vendange, ecraser les grapes
de raisin avec ler piez”, which means “to
stamp the grapes, in order to make Wine
[using 17th century orthography].
Harrap’s translates the modern English verb fuller with the modern French
verbs refouler and degorger. The re is a
commonly used French prefix, while
fouler bears a noticeable resemblance
to the English fuller. Degorger: to disgorge means to discharge by the throat
and mouth - here we can see a clear allusion to the work: done with fullering
irons. Interestingly, degorger also means
to disgorge, a term commonly used in
conjunction with wine to remove sediment from champagne after secondary
fermentation.
Larousse defines refouler as “forge work
which aims at augmenting an object by
crushing “executer un travail de forge qui
a pour objet l’augmentation par ecrasement de la section initiale .
It appears that the Latin fullo became the
French fouler and that the blacksmith’s
fuller is an English adaptation of the
French word fouler.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
* An etymological dictionary of the
English language. 1882 by Rev. Walter
W.Skeat MA.
* Grand Larousse de la langue française.
1977
* The Great French Dictionary in two
parts by Guy Miege, Gent. London
MDCLXXXVIII.
* Harrap’s New Standard French and
English dictionary. 1980
* The Village Blacksmith by Ronald
Webber. 1971
Melbourne State Library
call no: 8682.0942 W381.
Reprinted from the July 1993 edition of
The Victorian Blacksmiths Association
Newsletter (before it was The Drift)
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Koala Forge Bernhard Wyrsch

From Bernhard Wyrsch
in Almaty, Kazakhstan

A note arrived in the in tray and all it said was "How
do you like my Koala Forge?" Well Bernhard, I love
it. What is most striking is how happy everyone is
and how everyone is pitching in to help. It is such
a pity this journal is published in black and white
because, dear reader as well as being such a cheerful
place to work it is also full of colour.
For those to whom the name Bernhard means little
he was a very active member until he left some years
ago for not so warmer climes in Kazakhstan. Refer
to the map as to exactly where.
Thanks Keith Towe for facilitating the exchange
with Bernhard.
Ed
07

Republik Kazakhstan

Unveiling of the Tree

RISEN FROM THE FLAME

Song written about the tree by primary school
children from the fire affected communities.
Deep in the ground
The earth is shaking
A big black sheet is stifling me
I’m all alone
My roots are aching
Show me the light and set me free
I want to live
Add colour to my world
So watch me rise
Rising to the sky

Primary school children perform Risen from the Flame, music by Bridget Muir, lyrics (right) by students of
St. Andrews PS, Strathewen PS, Kinglake West PS, Whittlesea PS.

CHORUS
This is where I come from this is it
This is my world
I have risen from the flame risen from the flame
I’ve stretched across the earth
I’ve touched your heart
Now I’m shining bright again
Shining with your name
Now that I’m strong
Stronger than ever
I stand solid like a stone
And all the hands
That rained upon me
They are the reason I have grown

Crowds at the Tree Launch Event 30 November

Roland Dannenhauer and Doug Tarrant shake hands after
stamping the last words into the trunk: NEVER FORGET

On 30 November, the completed tree was displayed to over 2000
members of the public at an event at the Whittlesea Showgrounds.
Over 5000 people watched footage of the event online. The event
was also covered by Channel 7, Channel 9 and ABC News.
Here we share some of the comments we’ve received.
The tree is due to be installed in Strathewen in late February. Landscaping will
continue throughout 2014 with the final planting scheduled for September.
Well done guys, I went to see the
finished product on the 30th, as a CFA
firefighter, it brought goosebumps when
I saw it, still remember deployment to St
Andrew’s after Black Saturday, job very
well done, be proud!!
—Andrew Broussard
Incredible — very moving — I can only
imagine the hours — days months let
alone years of sweat and tears that you all
have put in to make this happen. Thanks
to the project makers and managers —
what a collaboration!
—Lesley Beltran
Australia can be proud of its blacksmiths
and their friends all over the world to
make this monument come true. In
remembrance of all the beloved who had
to die. With your tree they will never be
forgotten! What a great project!!!
—Tobias Schumacher

Wow. That tree is truly a wonderful work
of art. I loved the song too and Amanda’s
beaming smile. Brought tears to my eyes.
—Wendy Tanner
This tree is such a wonderful project
to remember the tears, the tragedy and
the loss faced by St Andrews, Kinglake,
Strathewen and other communities, but
above all the strength that has come from
that. Love, hugs and blessings to you all.
May you find comfort and peace from
such a beautiful memorial xx
—Melissa Kenealy
We never forget that time. Thanks for
the beautiful song and bells, thanks for
all work done to raise this tree. This is
a wonderful sculpture, an everlasting
tree of lost life. Such a touching event...
Thanks to people who raised the idea, ran
the project and made it possible.
—Ewa Skup

I will stand tall
Forever made of steel
Honour the fallen
Never to forget
CHORUS
I see hope, I see life, I see the sun
I’ll survive all the way, I’ll carry on
Fought the fight, saw the light, I’m the strong one,
Together, forever
Lead the way, own the day, we’re moving on
In our heart, we can start with a new song
Sing it out, never doubt, bring it all on
Now we know, we will grow
CHORUS

This Tree truly is an absolute masterpiece.
It embodies all aspects of the calamity
of Black Saturday in its ghostly
appearance and the incredible, supportive
reaction from our nation through the
collaborative efforts that brought it into
existence. What a magnificent tribute to
this piece of Australian history.
—Jess McCarroll Blakeley
Congratulations to all of you, it is
wonderful to see the fantastic result. We
are pleased of the success for the tree
project and it is very inspiring and it
gives us energy to go on with the Iron
rose project.
Wished that I could be there. It means
a lot to the people when this kind of
project success. We are now working to
find a beautiful place for the iron rose,
the sculpture will be located in Oslo.
—Tobbe and Tone, Iron Rose for Norway
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Shaping the ends of some of the 25mm branches in Roland’s gas forge

25mm diameter branches ready for welding. In the background, a support holds one of the completed
75mm diameter main branches and one branch that has yet to have 25mm branches attached. There
are three of these large branches that attach directly to the trunk. The base of the trunk can be seen
just in front of the main branches.

Positioning the branches: from left: Peter Drofenik, Roland Dannenhauer,
Richard Provan, Neil Grant

Brian from Alustain Installations welding the branches

Thank god for Blacksmiths world wide.
What an awesome job done for Black
Saturday.
—Pukn Skairey
To the people who forged this tree, your
work is simply amazing, Amanda Gibson
your speech was beautiful, the children
coming in with the sounds of the bells
was absolutely beautiful, and to get to
participate in the circle was lovely... The
sun truly shone on you all on Saturday
what amazing work of art!!
—Karen Kleehammer
An incredible symbol of regeneration
— with a canopy of 3,500 leaves and
hundreds of hours of dedication. To all
the smithies across the world who’ve
contributed to this deeply touching and
beautiful tribute. Thank you.
—Maryanne Howell
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The completed tree in our Whittlesea factory.

I so cannot wait to see this amazing,
overwhelming work of art... I have no
comprehension on how all involved must
be feeling tonight.
Wow... after so many years, so many
tears, your vision is real, and so many
people all around the world have helped
with making this happen.
The life in this tree will live forever.
Great job!!
—A D Ryan’s Bar and Restaurant
The tree is overwhelmingly beautiful &
poignant. It’s hard not to be overcome
when you think of what it represents.
—Mike Wilkins
Congratulations! The tree is really
beautiful and a fantastic day there today.
Very moving words spoken by Amanda.
Love the work you all have done and
continue to do. Beautiful.
—Marysville Upcycle

What a beautiful creation — the love,
empathy and positive energy put into
the creation of the leaves and tree could
really be felt. Thank you to everyone who
contributed. It really is stunning!
—Carolyn Chalton
A powerful tribute and reminder how
precious life is!!
—Rhonda Mundy
I think this is the one remembrance
project from that horrible experience
that is tasteful, well thought out and of
incredible quality made with passion and
true commitment.
—Peter Clarkstone
See news coverage, footage of the event
and time lapse of the assembly on the
ABA(Vic) YouTube channel:
www.youtube.com/AusBlacksmiths

Real Wrought Iron

by Ian Goding

After losing our Vintage Bondwood Caravan
in the 2009 Black Saturday Fires we were
eventually lucky to find another.
When we collected our “New” 1950’s Chesney Pacemaker
we found the previous owner had kindly left us some
early Australian Home Beautiful magazines for added
interest. I could not believe my luck to find in the June
1948 edition this advertisement from Caslakes.
When I first attended the wrought iron course it was
run by Don Marshall and Bill, Bunting and they kicked
off the course by telling us that we were about to be
shown how to produce “Real Wrought Iron” I can now
understand the source of that significant quip, the slogan
of the company in which they spent the greater part of
their working lives as Blacksmiths.
It is also interesting to see how their former employer
Caslakes, who were a leading Blacksmithing company
of that era, went about promoting their business. The
thought also crossed my mind that it may have been that
they could see the beginning of that 1950’s period when
so much of that “not so real wrought iron” was to be
produced. In any event it served to leave no doubt as
to the design and quality of the products they were in
business to produce, and how lucky was I to be learning
from such Artisans!
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Association Notices
BARN FORGEMASTERS
Listed is the forgemaster roster for
the next few months. If there is
an unforeseen problem please let
someone know.
Barn Day
Morning A’noon
19/01/2014 Phil Dan
02/02/2014 Alice Paul
16/02/2014 Doug Keith
02/03/2014 Steve Nick
16/03/2014 Phil Dan
30/03/2014 Doug Paul
13/04/2014 Alice Keith
27/04/2014 Nick Steve

FORGING FEES AT THE
BARN
You will have read in the last Drift
about our diminishing stock of
coke and the difficulty we are
having getting another source to
replenish it. The committee has
been looking at usage of coke in
the Barn and have done some
sums. A 10litre drum holds about
7½ kg of coke. This amount lasts
for about 3 hours of light forging
work and 1 hour of heavy work.
The price we are looking at to
purchase coke is $500 per tonne
delivered from the interstate
source to a stockpile in Victoria.
There will be an extra cost to us
to pick up our share and move it
to our storage point. When you
work through the $500 amount a
person forging for a whole day will
use
about $7 of coke for light work.
You can see that most people will
be using close to $10 worth of fuel
based on our final cost into our
13

store and some will be using a lot
more.
The association has subsidised
members attending the Barn to
work by only charging $4 per day
for coke. This charge has remained
unchanged since last century. The
committee has determined that
the current level of subsidisation
can’t be maintained. A decision
was made at the January meeting
to recognise that some people only
work for half a day and also that
the daily fee doesn’t reflect the
real value of the fuel. The decision
resulted in the following motion
being agreed on: On the first Barn
forging day in March the forging
fees will be $5 for a half day and
$10 for a full day.
It is important to also realise that
working at the Barn using tools
and quipment has additional costs
to the association –but it will still
be a cheap hobby.

ABA(VIC) IS NOW ON
FACEBOOK!

As part of keeping track of
activities and events (both dayto-day and significant) we have
created a Facebook page. The page
also serves as an informal method
of showing photos to interested
folk. It is not intended to replace
any other form of communication
that ABAVic is engaging in (e.g.
The Drift or the webpage) as we
don’t want to be bogged down in
administration.
If you are not a Facebook user, ask
someone to show you. A “search”
under “Australian Blacksmiths

Association – Victoria” will get
you to the page. Be sure to click
on the “Like” button when you
visit it. At the time of writing, we
only have 20 “Likes” and I’d like to
increase that.
If you would like to post a photo,
at the moment there are a couple
of mediators (including myself ).
Send me an email with your photos
from around the barn (or other
ABAVic event or even a smithy
project you’ve been working on)
and I’ll put them up there.
Ash Naylor
Secretary

DORIS

From now on Blacksmith Doris will
be held at the barn on a monthly
basis thanks to the committee
who have granted Doris extra
days. The new timetable for 2014
Doris Days are as follows:
January 4
February 1
March 1
April 5
May 3
June 7
July 5
August 2
September 6
October 4
November 1
December 6
These days, which are the first
Saturday of every month, are
women only days. Doris would
like to thank the committee
for their decision and for the
cooperation of all of the members.
Mary Hackett
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Scoresby Hammer

by Steve Nicoll

Clockwise: The Hammer, The Blacksmiths -Steve, Toni, & Dan, The tool box

About 2 years ago I was at the Melbourne
Steam Traction Engine Club at Scoresby
renewing an old interest in steam engines
and old machinery, and so came across
their blacksmith display shed. Inside the
shed was a 5cwt steam hammer which
was partly set up, an Alldays and Onions
style forge in need of repair, an Austral
Otis air hammer (now belonging to
Oskar Heucherig), a number of spring
swages and sundry tools, plus a lot
of rubbish and unrelated stuff. The
committee wanted someone to put this
to rights and get the shop working, so I
joined the club and set about it.
First to go was the rubbish and
everything that did not belong. This was
achieved with the help of Hayden, one
of the committee members, who also
owned the forge. We repaired the forge
and had it moved so we could concrete
half of the floor area, which turned out
to be a lengthy process and took some
12 months to achieve. We then set the
forge back up in its hoped for final
resting place and turned our attention
to the hammer. Some work was needed
on the slide valve and so we refurbished
and reinstalled it. The foundation for the

hammer had not been cast true, so the
anvil was 50mm out of alignment with
the tup. It proved too hard to change the
foundation so the anvil was sent off to
an engineering shop to have 50mm cut
off the base flange. On its return there
was no damage to the anvil function and
so it was reinstalled on a 35mm base of
rubber matting for shock absorption
purposes. A timber floor was installed
around the anvil hole and this completed
this stage of the refurbishment.
Next a 25 cubic foot air receiver was
installed and plumbed to the hammer
and an air compressor obtained to supply
the air to run the hammer and now we
could learn how to drive it. It was to be
a new experience, as unlike a Massey
hammer, it had no foot control but a
lever with up and down movement that
equalled 1 stroke with approximately
16 tonnes force at 80 psi of air pressure.
The Hammer needed a driver so I roped
in my friend Toni, who was more than
happy to help out and I was able to work
under the hammer at a demonstration
for the Scoresby club’s 50th anniversary.
On Sunday the 29th September I proceed
to light the forge with the help of friends

Toni, Jean-Paul and Dan from the ABA
(Vic). We started with pieces of round
bar stock 150mm by 100mm which were
carriage axles from Puffing Billy. We
got these up to a working temperature
of bright yellow. With 80psi on the
gauge and Toni driving the hammer
we proceeded to draw out the stock
to 35mm square and approximately
380mm long. This took 3 heats as the
compressor could not keep up to the
hammer’s hungry demand for air.
Next we turned the metal into round
stock and ran it through 32mm spring
swages. By this time Dan had taken
control of driving the hammer and
Toni was holding the swages. We cut off
approximately 200mm of the stock under
the hammer and put it back into the fire.
Meanwhile, a die block I had purchased
at the Maribyrnong Ordinance clearing
sale was placed on the anvil, the tup
raised and the bar stock put in the die.
Three blows later we had an interesting
bolt blank ready for the lathe.
The 5cwt steam hammer is an interesting
machine to use; it can be very delicate
and incredibly brutal. We are all looking
forward to working with it again.
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FOR SALE

HEAT TREATMENT QUENCH OIL

HIGH FLASH POINT OIL SUITABLE FOR HEAT TREATMENT
THE NEXT BEST THING TO THE REAL THING: AVAILABLE NOW AT THE BARN

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
There are good anvils to be had for bargain prices, while on the
other hand you can pay a hefty price for a not-so-good anvil.
I was scratching my head as to why the anvil, pictured, didn’t
sell, either to any of our South Australian friends or to a Victorian member prepared to pop over to Bendigo. If I had a dollar
for every question regarding where an anvil might be got I may
have put a bid in for the “Antique good BK”.
By the way only a few weeks before this auction an anvil the
same as the top anvil and in the same condition went for $530
down Bairnsdale way after it too didn’t get a bid first time
round. Please explain! Ed
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50
c
per litre

BYO container

Firetail Forge Revisited
I was delighted when Trish and I were
invited back to the Hastings where
the group began their Blacksmithing
journey, for their end of year break
up, and to help celebrate their 20th
year of activity. Although I am now
a distant member of this creative
group, I write this article as a proud
friend and observer, and with genuine
appreciation of their combined efforts.
The weekend function at Graham’s
Moyses Firetail Forge was for us a
wonderful occasion, and our welcome
was overwhelming. I particularly
appreciated the very warm way Trish
was greeted by old and new friends,
thank you all sincerely.
Graham’s Forge is a classic, and he
had 5 or 6 forges ticking over with
guys eagerly working at the anvil or
on Graham’s small Power Hammer
to prolong their forging arms from
fatigue and to try to beat some of the
humidity.
That Ron, Scott and Craig travelled
over the Great Dividing Range from
Tamworth, Eoin and John down from
Grafton, Peter from Sydney, Nigel
and Trevor from Newcastle and the
Hunter, Don from Nabiac, Wayne,
Doug, Graham, Graeme, Russell
and Andrew from the Mid North
Coast, and with many of their wives,
speaks very highly of the group’s
enthusiasm for their Craft, and the
long distances they travel really helps
to hold the members together, rather
than them drifting apart, as they get
to enjoy visiting and working in other
members workshops and taking in
their different environments.
The disaster of losing their workshop
at Timber Town has turned out to be
the catalyst for reinventing themselves
into a Vibrant and Creative
Association. For me it was nice to

meet old friends, and get to know
some of the new members I had not
met before.
The Association members have
achieved a great deal over those 20
years, many members have regularly
travelled very long distances to meet
up with each other, many others have
travelled overseas to improve their
skills and meet other blacksmiths and
experience different blacksmithing
cultures. Others have put themselves
back into formal training situations
to gain skills and formal academic
qualifications. They have conducted
3 Master classes inviting experienced
overseas blacksmiths here to pass
on their skills and creativity, and to
examine the Craft from a different
perspective, and to think outside of
the box.
They have also presented several
Ironwork Exhibitions with another
planned for early 2014, not a bad
effort for a fragmented group, but
their enthusiasm for the Craft has
carried them through their few low
periods, and their creativity has kept
up their enthusiasm.
The action slowed about 1pm when
the smell of the BBQ drifted down
into the forge, so everyone started
cooking their Snags, Steaks and other
fatty favourites so we could wash
them down with all sorts of alcoholic
beverages while we discussed supply
problems, and State Politics (just
kidding), metal and it’s manipulation
were the general discussion subjects,
and of course catching up with each
others latest activities.
Back to the forge we saw some results
from all that manual labour, Nigel
was finishing off a Dragon Head door
handle for a friend, Wayne was testing
a new idea for a knife handle,

by Keith Towe

Graham was working on a long square
taper from some 25mm sq, to make a
sea anemone, Ron was making some
nice leaves under the power hammer,
and Doug very quickly made a solid
forged Lily.
Other creative pieces started to emerge
from the various fires; Eion was
making a kinetic sculpture, and John a
Bird feed holder. After dark we retired
to dinner and a variety of various red
wines and dark brown concoctions,
and yet they were still not finished
at the forge, and continued their
creativity,
I was struggling with the mid north
coast humidity I had forgotten about
after moving back to Melbourne, so
we bid farewell to those members
who were heading back to their
homes, and we headed back to our
accommodation, stuffed, but flushed
with lots of happy memories.
Many of the members kicked on
during the Sunday morning, and then
paid a visit to Wayne’s workshop to
examine his recently acquired press,
and good judgement was passed on
his purchase.
We truly appreciated a quiet meal
together with Doug and Myra and
Graham and Di at the Westport Club
the night before we flew back home,
and if any of you have not been
there you must, as the view through
the wide window wall out onto the
Hasting River is quite spectacular,
and more so at night with the lights
reflecting off the water.
Thank you all for your invitation,
warm welcome and for making us
again really feel a part of this great
group.
Keith & Trish Towe.
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Above: Firetail Forge, NSW
Left: Graham’s scroll
Below: Reading the Correspondence
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EVENTS

by Dan Brady

October 5th and 6th saw Rick Stadler and myself spending the weekend at the Hamilton
Showgrounds...
and cakes throughout the
day and few beers as we
were packing up for the
evening. They had even
provided powered sites for
us at the camping ground
across the road for the
night.

Rick Stdler at Hamilton

...for the 1st Annual Hamilton
Outdoor Adventure Fair. We were
kept pretty busy, with a steady
stream of interested onlookers on
both days. Keeping things simple
we made a lot of leaves and talked
a bit about the tree project as well
as chisels and a tent peg puller
that one of the other exhibitors
requested Rick forge up for him.
We got a visit from one of our
members Michael Hanson as
well as one from local blacksmith
legend and crowbar specialist
Bill Dunstan which made me a
little nervous as I had to temper
a chisel I’d just made under his
watchful eye. Jill and the rest of the
Adventure Fair organisers looked
after us really well with a constant
supply of cold drinks, sandwiches
14

I didn’t have a chance to
look at the other exhibitors
and stall holders on the
first day so had a quick
glance around early on the
second. Had a chat with Jon
Dahlgren the Australian
rep for Gransfors Bruk the
Swedish axe-smiths which
was pretty interesting
as I had already found
some footage of their axes
being forged under a large power
hammer with approximately 10
dies side by side on youtube. There
were some damascus knives and
unfinished blanks on display at
another table. Through the rest of
the fair was an array of hunting
equipment, skinned animals, atvs,
and even a large fish tank on the
back of a trailer with a fly fishing
demonstration in progress. Forging
was much the same as the day
before though the numbers were a
little less due to the absence of the
bouncy castle that had been parked
right next to us on the Saturday
dragging in the kids, leaving the
parents with time on their hands
and us a captive audience. Once
again we were provided with all the
cold drinks, sandwiches and cakes
we could consume and I promised
Jill I would tell everyone how

well they looked after us and try
get a few more interested smiths
up to make it a regular event for
ABA(Vic).
The Tree Unveiling 30th November
Whittlesea Showgrounds
As I am a relative newcomer to the
Tree Project this will be covered
elsewhere in The Drift by those
more qualified to relate the ups and
downs of the last five years hard
work on this incredible memorial.
Congratulations to Amanda and
everyone who worked on this very
special project. Thanks to all those
who turned up to show support
and also to the smiths who forged
in the demonstration on this
moving and significant day.
End of year breakup 8th December
at the Barn
A quieter breakup than years
previous but it was good to catch
up with some of the members
we see only once or twice a year
at the barn, a few newer faces in
attendance as well. Plenty of food
provided by Sergio and Tony, a
clearance sale from a couple of
members and a bit of time to talk
over the years events.
The proposed trip up to Swan Hill
didn’t eventuate this year, not for
lack of trying but some calendar
clashes made it pretty much
impossible. Something to look
forward to in 2014?
As always you can contact me at
events@abavic.org.au
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SUN

16
FEB
SUN

02
Mar
SAT

08
MAR
SUN

09
MAR
MON

10
APR
SUN

16
MAR
SUN

12
MAY
SUN

30
MAR
SUN

13
APR
SUN

27
APR

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

STEAM FEST
Scoresby
9am-5pm

Christmas Breakup at the Bran

The AUSTRALIAN BLACKSMITHS ASSOCIATION (VIC) INC.,
STEAM FEST
Scoresby
9am-5pm

would like to acknowledge the continued support of BOC
GASES in supplying our workshop oxy and acetylene gases.
Visit https://www.boc.com.au

STEAM FEST
Scoresby
9am-5pm

BLOWERS FOR SALE

For your consideration, from the estate
of ABA(V)member (dec), Ron De
Graaw,

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10Wam– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

left; “Rapid Sydney”, complete,
some pitting, working, $150

right; “Champion
No 400”, Complete,
major repair work
evident but sound,
working, $100

right; “Star Forge Co
Australian”, complete, excellent
condition, working, $200.

NEXT DEADLINE FOR DRIFT ARTICLES:
1st April 2014 for Issue 93
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